
The anguilators (Eloy, Leo and Jon) 

Eco friendly Chupa Chups  

Our eco friendly Chupa Chups will be revolutionary. Why? You may ask. 

Well firstly because of the eye catching interesting theme and design they 

will have. 

Lately teenagers and adults all around the world have felt a strong 

attraction to a very interesting culture: The Japanese culture. 

And what is the first thing you think about when thinking about Japan?  

If it’s Anime, Mangas, Pandas or even bamboo. Well today is your lucky day 

because our new ecological packages will include all of these things. Every 

design you might imagine will be available. You will even be  able to 

participate in a contest to create your own design related to the themes 

mentioned before. 

You might have seen that bamboo was mentioned before. Well that wasn’t 

just a coincidence because the new environmentally friendly chupa chups 

will be made with a fully recyclable and degradable bamboo based stick. So 

you can say goodbye to your mushy paper sticks which melt in your mouth 

after 2 minutes of use. 

 

But that isn’t the only revolutionary environmentallly friendly change we 

will make. The Chupa Chups brand will be not only be working with the 

anguilators but it will also be working with The Colombier EcoBarrier™ to 



replace the polluting plastic wrappers. The Colombier EcoBarrier™ is  a 

company who creates 100% recyclable papers that contain inorganic 

pigments, bio-based organic components, non-plastic polymers, and water. 

These wrappers contain 85% fiber and are fully repulpable without need for 

further sorting or processing at paper mill. They are also fully degradable. 

And it is possible to print whatever design you want. 

Are you scared of this material entering in contact with your sweet tasting 

Chupa Chups? Well don’t be because the material used is Suitable for food 

contact (BfR and FDA compliant) and it contains no waxes or 

fluorochemicals. Finally they are heat sealable which means that it will block 

bacteria’s from entering your product.  

                                       

This is an example of past wrappers made by The Colombier EcoBarrier™ 


